
 

 

 



 

 

Q: Which came first, the chicken or the egg?  

A: The egg. Well, the eggshells to be exact. 

This exhibition is made up of a series of small 
impressions. Each piece of art was sparked by 
another and born within the discourse of the 
ISZAF Call & Response challenge.  The Challenge 
involved 30 artists, who together produced 250 
artworks, over the course of 2 
months, through a series of 3 phases. 
Each phase was like a ‘game of 
telephone’; the eggshells whispered to 
each artist and produced a chain 
effect. The eggshells provoked the 
phase 1 artwork, which then inspired 
the phase 2 artwork, which in turn 
elicited the phase 3 artwork. The 
interpretations and 
misinterpretations of the work 
produced at each phase were 
intriguing. The process was powerful 
because the artists were engaged in 
the discourse. Community is 
important. The selected works within 
this exhibition are vignettes of our 
visual conversation. 
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Alexandra	Ogoleva	is	a	Ukrainian	
photographer	based	in	Shenzhen,	
China.	 Her	 main	 interest	 lies	 in	
reportage,	 documentary	
photography	 of	 people	 and	 the	
environment	around	them.	She	is	
drawn	to	the	subtle	moment	that	
is	 about	 to	 vanish,	 overlooked	
details,	 connection	 and	 interaction	 between	 people	 and	 things.	 For	 the	 Call	&	
Response	challenge	Alexandra	was	exploring	 fragility	of	 life	at	the	vet	markets	
of	Shenzhen	and	creating	surreal	images	according	to	predominant	colors:	blue,	
white	and	gold.		
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“Fragile	Life”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	405m	X	30cm	
		1150	rmb	

“Fantasy	1”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print	
			Size:		45cm	X	30cm	
		1560	rmb	

“Fantasy	2”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print	
			Size:		45cm	X	30cm	
		1560	rmb	



 

 

  

 

 

“ఘᜋᜰ	(Qing	Se	Hua)”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	On	Canvas		
			Size:		60cm	X	80cm	
			Not	for	Sale	
	

“ሢৼጱᰀஞ	(Hóuzi	de	yěxīn)”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	On	Canvas		
			Size:		80cm	X	60cm	
			Not	for	Sale	

	
Amy	 is	 an	artist,	 educator	and	
aspiring	 author	 living	 in	
Shenzhen,	 China.	 Canadian	 by	
birth,	 and	 a	 happy	 victim	 of	
wanderlust,	 Amy	 has	 lived	
(and	 taught)	 in	 a	 long	 list	 of	
countries.	For	this	Call	&	Response	challenge,	Amy	was	inspired	first	by	her	love	
of	 traditional	Chinese	 floral	compositions	and	 the	 iconic	 illustrator	 James	 Jean	
and	secondly,	by	the	other	amazingly	creative	artists	in	the	ISZAF	group.	
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“From	Above”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	On	Canvas		
			Size:		40cm	X	30cm	
			1300	rmb	

Andrya	 is	 a	Venezuelan	artist	
who	 is	 constantly	 seeking	
unique	 and	 unusual	
sensations	 through	art.	 She	 is	
an	 admirer	 of	 figurative	 and	
minimalist	 art.	 In	 her	 own	
work	 she	 enjoys	 painting	
intense,	 linear	abstract	works	
with	oil	and	acrylic.		
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ÿƉw��w�	 “Icono	1:	Mary”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	On	Canvas		
			Size:		40cm	X	50cm	
			1300	rmb	



 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

“The	Enpsychlopedia	#1”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	On	Canvas		
			Size:		35.5m	X	28cm	
			1050	rmb	

Brittan	 Aebischer	 is	 an	 American	
artist,	designer,	arts	educator	and	
the	founding	member	and	current	
co-chair	 of	 the	 International	
Shenzhen	 Artist	 Forum	 (ISZAF).	
Working	 as	 a	 conceptual	 mixed-
media	 artist,	 Brittan	 believes	 in	
the	power	of	conceptualization	as	
the	driving	force	when	composing	
visual	 imagery	 and	 artistic	
experiences.	 His	 work	 is	 graphic,	
surreal,	 cathartic,	 and	 intellectualized,	 focusing	 on	 the	 reality,	 yet	 abstraction	 of	 the	
human	experience.		
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“The	Enpsychlopedia	#2”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media	on	Board		
			Size:		44.5m	X	25.5cm	
			1050	rmb	

“The	Enpsychlopedia	#3”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media	on	Board		
			Size:		34cm	X	24cm	
			780	rmb	



 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

“Woman	Sitting”	

			Medium:	Oil	on	Wood	With	Laser	Etching		
			Size:		22cm	X	33cm	
			1300	rmb	

Daniel	 is	 an	 American	 artist	
living	 and	 working	 in	
Shenzhen,	 China.	 His	
artwork	was	inspired	by	the	
work	 of	 Jesus	 Salazar	 and	
Aeon	 Horus.	 The	
representation	 of	 humans	
and	the	stories	they	hold	are	
the	 basis	 for	 the	 paintings.	
Inside	all	of	us	is	a	wealth	of	
experiences	 and	 everyday	
we	 are	 adding	 to	 this	
chronicle.	
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“Portrait	of	A	Man”	

			Medium:	Oil	on	Canvas		
			Size:		100cm	X	80cm	
			2500	rmb	



 

 

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 “Patrick,	Dan,	Anne”	

			Medium:	Acrylic	on	Paper	
			Size:		20cm	X	80cm	
			1100	rmb	

Born	 in	 East	 Germany,	 	 the	
autodidact	 Elisabeth	 Kern	
uses	various	 forms	of	visual	
expression	 	 	 	 	 	 and	
techniques,	 predominantly	
focusing	on	humans	 in	their	
moment	 of	 time	 as	 objects.	
‘For	 this	 synergy	
experience,	 we	 got	 inspired	
by	 others	 motives	 and	
esthetics,	and	put	it	into	our	own	visual	words’.		
	
	

	
	Elisabeth	 Kern Aċ�©j�Ÿ���ZĐŒŔÍå`º
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ĐŒŔţŖ��”	

“Anne”	

			Medium:	Oil	on	Canvas		
			Size:		80cm	X	80cm	
		2000	rmb	

 

  

 

  



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gloria Carnevale is an 
Italian-Canadian artist, 
designer, educator and 
co-chair of the 
International Shenzhen 
Artist Forum (ISZAF) 
who has lived and 
worked in Shenzhen for 
the past six years. Her artwork explores the themes surrounding identity, 
such as how relationships and surroundings collaborate to identify a person. 
She enjoys incorporating both serious and satirical elements into her work, as 
well as manipulating repetition, bold colours and textures.  
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“Where	My	Heart	is	From”	

			Medium:	Lino	Print	and	Mixed	Media	
			Size:		19cm	X	19cm	
			650	rmb/each	



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Pulse”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	40cm	X	30cm	
			2000	rmb	

“The	Monkey	On	My	Back”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:		40cm	X	40cm	
			2000	rmb	

Jen	Rogan	is	a	Canadian	artist	
interested	in	the	construction	
and	 breakdown	 of	 pictorial	
space.	The	artwork	that	she	is	
exhibiting	in	Call	&	Response	
drew	 inspiration	 from	 the	
surreal	environments	created	
in	the	works	of	Amy	Atkinson	
and	Brittan	Aebischer.	
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“Shangsha	#1”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print		
			Size:	30cm	X	42cm	
			2380	rmb	

With over 14 years 
experience in 
landscape and urban 
photography, the 
venezuelan 
photographer and 
geological engineer 
Jesus Salazar has 
dedicated his work to 
travel and capture the essence of natural landscape of Venezuela and other 
latin american countries. Now in China, based in Shenzhen for almost 2 
years, Jesus is studying through the lens a closer and more personal 
perspective of the urban landscape. 
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“Shangsha	#2”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print		
			Size:	30cm	X	21cm	
			1580	rmb	

“Zhengzhou”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print		
			Size:	30cm	X	21cm	
			1580	rmb	



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Face”	

			Medium:	Digital	Photography	
			Size:		36.5cm	X	36.5cm	
			888	rmb	

“Female”	

			Medium:	Digital	Photography	
			Size:		36.5cm	X	36.5cm	
			888	rmb	

Jim	 Neuhalfen	 is	 an	
American	 photographer	 and	
artist	 currently	 living	 and	
working	 in	Shenzhen,	China.	
His	work	stems	from	absurd	
human	 interaction,	 feelings,	
and	 commonalities	 with	 a	
surreal	 twist.	 His	 Colorado	
roots	are	deeply	connected	with	his	family	and	passion	for	the	outdoors.	For	the	
future	of	his	work	he	plans	to	continue	to	use	photography	and	mixed	media	to	
respond	to	cultural	interactions,	similarities,	and	inspiring	imagery	that	he	finds	
in	day	to	day	life.	
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“Holding	Fragility	”	

			Medium:	Ink	and	Wax	on	Canvas		
			Size:	60cm	X	60cm	
			2000	rmb	

Kumi	 Onari-Legault	
draws	 her	 inspiration	
from	 her	 cultural	
diversity.	 Kumi,	 the	
daughter	 of	 Japanese	
parents,	was	born	and	raised	in	Venezuela.	Influenced	by	the	art	of	her	mother	
and	grandfather,	She	has	experimented	with	visual	art	throughout	her	life.	Kumi	
is	an	artist,	art	educator,	architect	and	administrative	member	of	the	Shenzhen	
International	Artist	Forum	(ISZAF).		
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“Revealed”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media	on	Wood	
			Size:	45cm	X	30cm	
			1050	rmb	

“Exposed”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media	on	Wood	
			Size:	45cm	X	30cm	
			1050	rmb	



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Snap,	Cockle,	Pop”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	79cm	X	44cm	
			4000	rmb	

Lara	 Carlini	 is	 an	 artist,	
illustrator	 and	 art	 educator	
from	Cape	Town,	South	Africa.	
Currently	 she	 is	 living	 and	
working	 in	 Shenzhen,	 China,	
drawing	 inspiration	 from	
Metamodernist	 ideology.	 In	
this	 series	 of	 chickens	 she	
examined	conflict	between	disquietness,	bewilderment	and	amusement.	
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“Now	You	Are	Gone”	

			Medium:	Charcoal	on	Paper		
			Size:	37cm	X	30cm	
			2350	rmb	

Lynsey	 Reeves	 	 is	 an	 Welsh	
artist	 living	 and	 working	 in	
Shenzhen,	 China.	 Her	
artworks	take	inspiration		
and	 ideologies	 from	 the	
expressionist	 movement	
experimenting	 with	 bold	
colours	 and	 mark	 making	
techniques.	Lynsey	adapts		
the	 use	 of	 surrealist	
automatism	as	a	method	to	investigate	the	subconscious	mind.	Lynsey	believes	
automatic	 drawing	 stimulates	 creativity	 and	 unlocks	 the	 therapeutic	 qualities	
emerging	from	the	abstract.	
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“This	is	a	New	Start”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	42cm	X	30cm	
			3120	rmb	



 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Got	What	You	Need”	

			Medium:	Photographic	Print		
			Size:	60cm	X	44cm	
			1050	rmb	

Michael Williams is an 
American artist living and 
working in Shenzhen, China. 
He is an educator with a 
masters degree and has been 
teaching in China for the last 
three years. His artwork is 
evolving and ever changing. 
His love for photography has been a constant since he got his first camera 
when he was eight. He spends a lot of his free time writing and developing 
his varied artistic interests. 
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“Breaking	Through	The	Darkness”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	26cm	X	38cm	
			1650	rmb	

“Twins”	

			Medium:	Mixed	Media		
			Size:	26cm	X	38cm	
			1625	rmb	

Shabnam	 Lu	 is	 a	 Mexican-
American	 artist	 and	 art	
director.	 During	 her	 creative	
life	 she	 has	 explored	 design,	
painting,	 sculpture,	
photography	 and	 has	 recently	
begun	 directing	 short	
commercial	films.	Through	art	she	explores	the	hidden	mysteries	of	the	spiritual	
world.	 For	 the	 Call	&	Response	 challenge	 she	 synchronized	 her	 own	personal	
experiences	 of	 soul	 awareness	with	 the	 inspirational	 images	 produced	 by	 the	
group	to	create	conceptual,	singular	and	heartfelt	pieces.	
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